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Abstract. Blockchain technologies have been boosting the development
of data-driven decentralized services in a wide range of fields. However,
with the spirit of full transparency, many public blockchains expose all
types of data to the public such as Ethereum. Besides, the on-chain
persistence of large data is significantly expensive technically and economically. These issues lead to the difficulty of sharing fairly large private data while preserving attractive properties of public blockchains.
Although direct encryption for on-chain data persistence can introduce
confidentiality, new challenges such as key sharing, access control, and
legal rights proving are still open. Meanwhile, cross-chain collaboration
still requires secure and effective protocols, though decentralized storage
systems such as IPFS bring the possibility for fairly large data persistence. In this paper, we propose Sunspot, a decentralized framework for
privacy-preserving data sharing with access control on transparent public blockchains, to solve these issues. We also show the practicality and
applicability of Sunspot by MyPub, a decentralized privacy-preserving
publishing platform based on Sunspot. Furthermore, we evaluate the security, privacy, and performance of Sunspot through theoretical analysis
and experiments.
Keywords: Data sharing · Privacy preservation · Access control · Blockchain
· Decentralized storage · Digital rights management.
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Introduction

Worldwide decentralization of data persistence and sharing is advancing with
the evolution of public blockchain technologies, as can be seen by the boom of
decentralized applications (DApp), especially decentralized finance (DeFi) [39]
in recent years. Different from decentralized payment platforms such as Bit?
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coin [24] 1 , DeFi has wider applicability that provides various financial products
and services such as lending [3], insurance [34], trading, and investment [5]. Although the energy consumption of DeFi compared to traditional finance is still
under debate, DeFi has presented a set of attractive properties including accessibility, automation, transparency, interoperability, finality, borderlessness, and
innovativeness. These properties are generally achieved through on-chain data
persistence and sharing supported by transparent public blockchains such as
Ethereum [36] that are permissionless and fully disclosing all types of data. But
it would still be limited if data are finance-oriented only.
With the maturity of the ERC-721 [10], the application based on non-fungible
token (NFT) techniques has enlarged applicability to all types of digital assets
in a wide range of fields including art, law, finance, entertainment, as well as
personal data. An NFT is generally used to represent legal rights such as ownership of a digital asset, though is possible for a traditional asset. The proofs of
these legal rights possess beneficial properties of public blockchains such as tamperproofing, transparency, traceability, and high availability due to its nature of
solidifying proof data on public blockchains. However, proof of legal rights does
not imply prevention of infringement of these rights because off-chain assets may
still face security and privacy issues.
Although on-chain storage of digital assets is theoretically feasible, it is too
expensive to store large data directly on public blockchains due to the consensus
difficulty. Consequently, current public blockchains have strict data size limitations. While widespread centralized solutions such as self-hosted storage and
cloud storage [37] have lower costs, some properties like integrity and availability are hard to implement. As a compromise solution, public blockchains that
leverage peer-to-peer file sharing protocols have been experimented in industry to store large data without centralized mechanisms and authorities such as
InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [4]. With elaborated incentive mechanisms
and cryptographic support, some blockchains have made significant progress to
attract participants such as the Filecoin network that is built on top of IPFS.
These systems enhance the security of data storage including integrity, durability, and availability but still do not solve privacy issues because all data are
stored publicly without any confidentiality protection at default. In other words,
anyone with a public link can fully acquire that data. Even if data are encrypted
by data providers before storage, it is challenging to share decryption keys and
authorize data consumers without central entities.
From the background above, we summarize and formalize challenges of decentralized data sharing as follows, where D is the shared data set, R the legal
right set, U the user set.
Challenge 1 [Proof of legal rights] Pr (d, r) = u if and only if u has the legal
right r, where Pr : D × R → U, d ∈ D, r ∈ R.
1

For brevity, when mentioning the name of a cryptocurrency in this paper, we refer
to its underlying blockchain. For instance, “Bitcoin” refers to the blockchain built
on the Bitcoin Backbone Protocol [11].
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Challenge 2 [Fairly large data storage] ∃d ∈ D, Size(d) > 1MB.
Challenge 3 [Interoperability] The system is compatible with various blockchains
and allows multiple heterogeneous blockchains to implement functionalities with
minimum compatibility issues.
Challenge 4 [Privacy preservation] ∀d ∈ D, d is encrypted.
Challenge 5 [Access control] Pa (u, d) = Dec(d) if and only if u has the access
privilege of d, where Pa : U × D → {Dec(d) : d ∈ D}.
Motivated by the above issues and challenges, we propose a framework named
Sunspot to enable privacy and provide access control for flexible data sharing on transparent public blockchains. Sunspot has a decentralized architecture
and supports multiple access control mechanisms based on customizable identity management models. We generalize its protocols to make Sunspot compatible with various public blockchains and decentralized storage systems. Besides,
Sunspot has a cross-chain collaboration mechanism that bridges blockchains and
decentralized storage systems, as well as a multi-chain mechanism that allows
heterogeneous blockchains to present unified characteristics.
We summarize our main contributions of this paper and Sunspot as follows.
1. We present Sunspot, a decentralized privacy-preserving data sharing framework that solves the challenges above. To the best of our knowledge, Sunspot
is the first framework that focuses on preserving privacy for data sharing on
transparent public blockchains.
2. We generalize protocols and provide support for multiple access control
mechanisms to enable flexible data sharing in various scenarios. Particularly, we show an identity management model and a management-free model
for identification based on two different access control mechanisms.
3. We present MyPub, a decentralized privacy-preserving publishing platform
based on Sunspot, to show the practicality and applicability of Sunspot.
4. We prove the security and privacy properties of Sunspot and demonstrate
them with experiments from the perspective of attackers.
5. We evaluate the performance of core functionalities of Sunspot.

2

Related Work

The privacy issues coming with full transparency are rising concerns in society and endangering legacy of some decentralized services due to tightening of
regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [27]. In
such a context, many enterprise products turn into solutions based on private
blockchains and consortium blockchains such as HyperLedger Fabric [2] and XRP
Ledger [29]. In some scenarios, redeveloping an open-source public blockchain as
a privacy-preserving blockchain also becomes a solution.
For existing transparent public blockchains, solutions based on zero-knowledge
proof (ZKP) [12] are attracting attention. As an early exploration, Zerocoin [22]
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provides a feasible solution to Bitcoin’s pseudonymity by zero-knowledge proofs
for set membership. Security such as prevention of double spending is assured
without revealing the transaction. But the original implementation of Zerocoin
significantly increased computation cost and slowed down the network efficiency.
Later, Zcash, the first widespread blockchain based on the Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) [14], was launched
on top of the Zerocoin protocol. Zcash enhances privacy by making the sender,
recipient and amount completely private via encryption as well as improves network performance. However, it is merely a privacy protocol in the Bitcoin network that can neither support smart contracts nor store large data.
Besides ZKP-based approaches, Monero [31], which is based on the CryptoNote
[32], provides another solution based on Ring Confidential Transactions (RingCT)
[25]. It uses a variant of linkable ring signature [20] to allow a member of a group
to stay in anonymity while signing messages on behalf of the group. However, the
same with ZKP-based approaches, the smart contract is not supported. These
privacy-preserving blockchains are generally used for decentralized payment only
and not for extended functionalities such as generalized data sharing.
As for blockchain-based data sharing, many solutions have been proposed in
different scenarios. For AI-powered network operations, Zhang et al proposed a
mutual trust data sharing framework [40] to break data barriers between different
operators. This framework contains three layers: system management layer, storage layer, and user layer. Only the system management layer adopts a blockchain
for control, while large data are stored in the cloud. Consequently, it is still vulnerable to threats to cloud storage and threatened by the trustiness of cloud
service providers. In work [38], a framework named BBDS is proposed for data
sharing of electronic medical records (EMR). It adopts a decentralized access
control mechanism to secure medical records. However, BBDS is based on a permissioned blockchain and also relies on cloud storage. And privacy issues are
not addressed including data encryption and key sharing. Recently, Derepo [8],
a distributed data repository, is proposed to preserve the privacy of medical data
with decentralized access control and homomorphic encryption (HE). Although
the HE scheme proves to be effective for solving privacy issues, it leads to a
significant performance issue.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that tackles the
privacy issues for decentralized and general-purpose data sharing on transparent
public blockchains.

3

Sunspot

Sunspots are dark areas on the surface of the Sun. Analogically, our framework
enables private data sharing ”in the dark”, i.e., without disclosing any meaningful information from the shared data to the unauthorized public, on fully transparent public blockchains. Meanwhile, it is built on top of public blockchains to
preserve their security properties.
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Note, in the rest of the paper, we simply use the word blockchain when referring to the phrase transparent public blockchain. In Sunspot, we introduce new
terminologies to clarify non-standardized concepts. We categorize blockchains
into two types: control chain and storage chain. A blockchain can be a control
chain if and only if it supports the smart contract, event mechanism, and NFT
protocol. A storage chain is a blockchain that supports decentralized large data
storage, which usually adopts a hybrid architecture. A blockchain can be both a
control chain and a storage chain with the only conceptual difference. Notably,
with the feature of the multi-chain compatibility of Sunspot, a control chain or
a storage chain can be composed of a set of heterogeneous blockchains.
3.1

Architecture

Sunspot involves two main types of roles: organizer and participant. Organizers
are responsible for initialization, deployment, and optionally for identification
that is a continuous work to endorse participants’ identities. In this paper, we
will show an identity management model based on a fine-grained access control
mechanism in this section, a management-free model that depends on a paymentbased access control mechanism in Section 4, and a self-sovereign identity model
in Section 7.
Participants in Sunspot can be data providers, data consumers, or both. We
call participants who are willing to share data as data providers while those who
are willing to acquire data as data consumers. There is no direct interaction
between a provider and a consumer. Sunspot encapsulates all operations and
exposes interfaces to participants in a decentralized manner, which means it has
a high probability that the interaction target is not the intended target but a
set of unknown nodes in the blockchain network that are even not aware of the
functionality.
As shown in Figure 1, Sunspot contains five components: Distributor, ID
Manager, Cipher Suite, Control Linker, and Storage Linker. From the view of
deployment, except Distributor and ID Manager that are deployed on the control
chain, other components are initialized on the storage chain.
Distributor Distributor is a smart contract on the control chain that implements the NFT protocol. It provides core functionalities to solidify the legal
rights of data by minting a unique NFT as its meta-information. A data owner
uses Distributor to share data while a data consumer to query and get the metainformation of the shared data.
ID Manager ID Manager is used for participant registration and identity query,
which is a smart contract on the control chain. Participant registration is the
key to integrating identification information such as wallet addresses of different
blockchains and authorization information. For the identity management model
in this section, Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [35]
is used for fine-grained access control. Hence, authorization information is a
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Fig. 1. The architecture of Sunspot.

private key that describes the attributes of a participant. And identity query is
a read-only operation for verification.
Cipher Suite Cipher Suite plays a pivotal role in enabling privacy and securing access control. Its main functionalities are encrypting data and generating
decryptors. It is designed to be secure and implemented with a set of security
measurements such as obfuscation [13] to ensure control-flow integrity (CFI) [1],
type safety, and memory safety.
Control Linker Control Linker is the gateway to the control chain that encapsulates interactions such as signing transactions and making the remote procedure call (RPC). A common interface is implemented to facilitate the redevelopment and multi-chain support.
Storage Linker Similar to the Control Linker, Storage Linker is the gateway to
the storage chain. Particularly, it encapsulates interactions with the file system
such as uploading data to and downloading data from the storage chain.
3.2

Protocol

Environment Assumption We assume there is an organizer set O and a
participant set P. In the worst case, g ≤ |O| of organizers are available, and at
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least one organizer of the available ones is honest and never colludes with the
others.
The control chain C and the storage chain S already exist. For clarity, we
assume C is merely a blockchain. And so is S. We will illustrate the multi-chain
case in Section 3.3.
Blockchains selected for C and S enable Transport Layer Security (TLS) for
the JSON-RPC request/response communication channel.
Two master key pairs used to initialize Sunspot, (MPKc , MSKc , MWAc ) for
interacting with C, (MPKs , MSKs , MWAs ) for interacting with S, are created,
where MPK is a master public key, MSK a master secret key, and WMA a master
wallet address. Besides, MSKc and MSKs are encoded as integers in Z/mZ and
divided into |O| shares respectively based on the Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS)
[30] with (g, |O|)-threshold. And each share for each of them is distributed to a
unique organizer.
All participants already have key pairs for interacting with C and S. ∀Pi ∈ P,
Pi has a pair (PKci , SKci , Wci ) for C and (PKsi , SKsi , WAsi ) for S, where PK, SK,
WA, denote public key, secret key, and wallet address respectively. For Ethereum,
SK is generated as random 256 bits usually by SHA-256 [6]. PK is derived from
SK by the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [16] for the
elliptic curve secp256k1. And WA is created by applying the Keccak-256 [9] to
PK.
Initialization This protocol is used for initializing Sunspot.
1. Deploy Distributor and ID Manager contracts to C with MSKc and get addresses Cdis and Cid as their identifiers.
2. Run Setup(λ, Γ ) algorithm of CP-ABE [35] to produce public parameter
ˆ and a master key MK,
ˆ where λ is the security parameter and Γ is the
PK
attribute space;
ˆ and MK
ˆ to state variables of Cdis by invoking SetABE(PK,
ˆ MK);
ˆ
3. Store PK
4. Configure and compile Cipher Suite, Control Linker, and Storage Linker with
parameters Cdis and Cid . Store them to S with MSKs and get addresses
Sciph , Scl , Ssl as their identifiers;
5. Emit a Storage Registered Event(MWAs , Sciph , Scl , Ssl ) on C with MSKc ;
ˆ MK,
ˆ Sciph , Scl , Ssl public to participants.
6. Make PK,
Registration Users need to execute this protocol to get qualified as participants
or rejected. Suppose an arbitrary user u ∈ U requests to get registered as a
participant.
1. u submits a structured record Recu with proofs to organizers who are responsible for identity management. Recu consists of WAcu , WAsu and a set of
attributes A;
ˆ A) algorithm of the CP-ABE to produce a private
2. Run KeyGeneration(MK,
key χu ;
3. A Registered Event(WAcu , WAsu , χu ) is emitted on C by organizers via Cid to
indicate u ∈ P if Recu is approved.
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Solidification Data providers use this protocol to solidify their data while
preserving privacy through three sub-protocols: Encryption, Persistence, and
Distribution.
Suppose a data provider Pd ∈ P wants to share data D in private.
Encryption. After obtaining Cipher Suite from Sciph , execute this protocol to
produce encrypted data Enc(D) and corresponding decryptor Dec.
1. Generate a secret key κ = Bcrypt(SKcd ⊕ ) where Bcrypt is a password
scheme [26],  is a nonce that is generated from a cryptographically-secure
pseudorandom number generator [33], and ⊕ denotes an operation to obfuscate SKcd and  such as concatenation and bitwise exclusive or;
2. Get Enc(D) by encrypting D with κ based on the AES-GCM-SIV scheme
(AES) [15];
ˆ M, γ) algorithm of CP-ABE to produce an access control
3. Run Encrypt(PK,
policy ρ, where M is a random challenge message and γ is an access structure
over Γ ;
4. Generate decryptor Dec with κ, ρ and M .
Persistence. This sub-protocol is executed via Ssl to store Enc(D) and Dec on
S and produces metadata address Sµ where storing the meta-information of D.
1. Get persistent addresses Sdata and Sdec after storing Enc(D) and Dec to S
with SKsd signing transactions;
2. Generate a structured metadata µ that at least contains Sdata , H(Enc(D)),
Sdec , and H(Dec) where H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l is a cyrptographic hash function with a fixed size l.
3. Get persistent address Sµ after storing µ to S with SKsd .
Distribution. This sub-protocol solidifies Sµ as an NFT on C through Scl . After
this protocol, Pd can make Sµ public to share D in a decentralized and private
way.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generate a unique token id ι;
Invoke Mint(WAcd , ι), a method in the NFT protocol, of Cdis with SKcd ;
Update ID mapping Mid with Sµ 7→ ι;
Emit a Distributed Event(WAcd , ι) on Cdis .

Authorization Data consumers use this protocol to get authorized and acquire
decrypted data through four sub-protocols: Requisition, Verification, Acquisition, and Decryption.
Suppose a data consumer Pc ∈ P knows Sµ and wants to acquire decrypted
data D.
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Requisition. In this protocol, Pc explicitly makes a request via Scl . After this
protocol, Pc knows ι.
1. Validate identity existence by ensuring a Registered Event(WAcc , WAsc , ∗) exists, where WAcc is derived from SKcc , WAsc from SKsc . If the validation result
is ⊥, terminate the protocol with Non-existence exception. Otherwise, continue the protocol;
2. Get ι by Mid (Sµ );
3. Emit a Requested Event(WAcc , ι) with SKcc .
Acquisition. By this sub-protocol, Pc gets decryptor Dec via Ssl .
1. Get µ from Sµ ;
2. Get Dec from µ[dec] =⇒ Sdec and verify its integrity by H(Dec).
Verification. This sub-protocol is enforced by Dec in memory to authorize a
request and produce verification result η ∈ {>, ⊥}.
1. Validate identity existence by ensuring a Registered Event(WAcc , WAsc , ∗) exists, where WAcc is derived from SKcc , WAsc from SKsc . If the validation result
is ⊥, terminate the protocol with Non-existence exception. Otherwise, continue the protocol;
2. Validate ownership by WAcc = OwnerOf(ι), where OwnerOf is a method in
the NFT protocol, to produce the validation result η0 ;
3. Validate request existence to produce η1 by ensuring a Requested Event(WAcc , ι)
exists;
ˆ ρ, χc ) algo4. Match the challenge message M with the result of Decrypt(PK,
rithm of the CP-ABE to produce η2 ;
5. Emit a Verified Event(WAcc , ι, η) with SKcc , where η = η0 ∨ η1 ∧ η2 .
Decryption. This sub-protocol follows the Verification protocol to decrypt Enc(data),
which is also enforced by Dec in memory.
1. Validate the verification result by ensuring a Verified Event(WAcc , ι, >) exists, where WAcc is derived from SKcc ;
2. Get µ from TokenURI(ι), a method in the NFT protocol;
3. Get Enc(D) from µ[data] =⇒ Sdata and verify its integrity by H(Enc(D));
4. Restore Enc(D) to D with κ.
3.3

Multi-Chain Support

Sunspot allows a heterogeneous structure for a control chain and a storage chain.
In a heterogeneous control chain, there is a master blockchain and a set of peer
blockchains. And a storage chain can consist of a set of heterogeneous peer
blockchains. In Sunspot, we formulate a Chain Manager and additional protocols
to enable multi-chain compatibility on top of fundamental protocols illustrated
in Section 3.2.
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Chain Manager Chain Manager is a DApp for registering information about
blockchain clusters used to constitute the control chain or the storage chain. Its
main functionality is to permanently store addresses of smart contracts deployed
on all control-oriented blockchains and addresses of other components deployed
on storage-oriented blockchains.
Environment Assumption We assume the same environment illustrated in
Section 3.2 with additional assumptions as follows.
– The control chain C consists of a master blockchain M and a finite set of
peer blockchains Nc = {Nc0 , Nc1 , . . . }.
– Chain Manager Ccm is deployed on M with a key pair (MPKm , MSKm , MWAm ).
– The storage chain S consists of a finite set of peer blockchains Ns = {Ns0 , Ns1 , . . . }.
Chain Initialization This protocol is executed on M via Ccm to register Nc ∪
Ns . It contains two sub-protocols: Control Chain Registration and Storage Chain
Registration.
Control Chain Registration. This sub-protocol registers all blockchains in Nc to
produce an address set C of deployed contracts.
We present the main process for registering Nci ∈ Nc . This process is repeated
for all elements in Nc .
i
i
1. Get addresses Cdis
and Cid
by deploying Distributor and ID Manager optimized for Ni to Ni with MSKci ;
i
i
, Cid
) on M via Ccm with
2. Emit a Control Registered Event(i, MWAci , Cdis
m
MSK ;
i
i
3. Append (Cdis
, Cid
) to C.

Storage Chain Registration. This sub-protocol registers all blockchains in Ns .
We present the main process for registering Nsj ∈ Ns . This process is repeated
for all elements in Ns .
1. Configure and compile Cipher Suite, Control Linker, and Storage Linker with
j
j
j
C. Store them to Nsj with MSKsj and get addresses Sciph
, Scl
, Ssl
as their
identifiers;
j
j
j
2. Emit a Storage Registered Event(j, MWAsj , Sciph
, Scl
, Ssl
) through Ccm with
m
MSK .
Chain Interaction For any protocol that has interactions with the control
chain, it interacts with the target underlying blockchain through the Chain Manager Ccm .
i
Suppose a protocol calls a function of Cdis
. After constructing C by querying Control Registered Events of M, the protocol can identify the blockchain
i
deploying Cdis
and invoke that function.
For interacting with the storage chain, it is the same with the single-chain
case with the only difference of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

Sunspot
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MyPub

MyPub2 is a decentralized privacy-preserving publishing platform based on Sunspot.
Creators can publish their work such as digital paintings, writings, and music,
without disclosing all contents on MyPub and share the metadata freely. To acquire the full contents of a work, customers can choose to buy the ownership or
pay for the right to use. All operations of MyPub are enforced on blockchains via
variants of protocols of Sunspot without central authorities. Based on Sunspot,
MyPub can protect legal rights including the copyright, ownership, and right to
use based on properties such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, and transparency.
MyPub adopts Ethereum as its control chain and Filecoin as its storage chain.
To adapt to its business logic, MyPub simplifies but concretizes Sunspot protocols and adopts a management-free identity model that depends on a paymentbased access control mechanism. This model does not require organizers to endorse participants’ identities. Instead, it is based on the intrinsic transaction
mechanism of the blockchain. For instance, to obtain the right to use of a work,
the customer executes the Requisition protocol with a specific amount of cryptocurrency made by the owner. During the execution of the Verification protocol,
the decryptor validates payment proofs, instead of authenticating the customer
according to the registered attributes, to determine whether to decrypt the data.
Payment proofs are forgery resistant because they have been already accepted
in a blockchain network. Consequently, the payment-based access control mechanism is fully decentralized and does not require authorities for endorsements.

5

Security and Privacy Analysis

5.1

Assumption

We make reasonable assumptions below.
Blockchain Safety. Given a blockchain in Sunspot, most of the nodes, the number
of which is greater than the threshold to make the consensus mechanism function
well, are trustworthy. By assuming blockchain safety, any blockchain used in a
system based on Sunspot preserves properties of a transparent public blockchain
including on-chain data integrity and availability.
RPC Safety. Given a blockchain in Sunspot, its API at least enables TLS for
RPCs. By assuming RPC safety, any blockchain used in a system based on
Sunspot preserves connection integrity and RPC availability.
2

https://github.com/yepengding/MyPub
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Control-Flow Integrity. Cipher Suite preserves control-flow integrity [1]. Cipher
Suite in Sunspot is implemented by the Rust [21], a programming language
that provides guarantees for memory safety [17] through an ownership-based
resource management model, without using unsafe and external blocks. Besides,
the implementation follows the security through obscurity to protect sensitive
function flows and constants.
Organizer Trust. By adopting (g, |O|)-threshold SSS, at least g organizers out
of O are always available and constitute an available set Og ⊆ O. ∀o ∈ Og , o
can collude with at most g 0 organizers where g 0 < g −1. This assumption ensures
there does not exist an organizer can dominate the identity management of a
system based on Sunspot.
5.2

Evaluation Model

We use the same notation system illustrated in the sections above. To facilitate
reading, we repeat some notations as follows.
For sets, we denote the participant set as P, the shared data set as D. Two
types of blockchains in Sunspot are the control chain C and the storage chain S.
Property 1 (Data Privacy). ∀d ∈ D, p ∈ P can decrypt d if and only if η p = >.
Proof. In Sunspot, data privacy is ensured by confidentiality. Data are encrypted
through the Encryption protocol before being stored on S, which introduces
confidentiality for the stored data.
⇒ In the Encryption protocol, d is encrypted via the AES with secret key
κ obfuscated and hard-coded in its decryptor. By the Control-Flow Integrity
assumption, κ is not disclosed to any p ∈ P, of which the safety is guaranteed.
Hence, executing the Authorization protocol is the only way for p to decrypt
d. In the sub-protocol Verification, η p is the only condition to determine the
enforcement of the Decryption protocol. Besides, η p becomes tamper-evident
and immutable after corresponding Verified Event is emitted according to the
Blockchain Safety. If p can decrypt d, η p must be satisfied.
⇐ In the Verification protocol, η p = > holds in two cases: η0p = > or

2
V
i=1

ηip = >.

The first case implies p is the owner of d, while the second case implies the
attributes of p satisfies the access control policy ρd , which is ensured by the
CP-ABE. Based on the assumptions above, p can decrypt d in either case when
η p = >.
This completes the proof.
Property 2 (Identity Privacy). ∀p ∈ P with a set of attributes Ap , Ap cannot
be disclosed.
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Proof. Sunspot protects the privacy of identities in all types of identity management models. Since identity management depends on its underlying access
control mechanisms, two cases in Sunspot are proved below.
Case 1 (Fine-Grained Mechanism). In the Registration protocol, the private key
χp that describes Ap is generated based on the CP-ABE and persist on C. χp
is the only public information associated with Ap . Since Ap cannot be disclosed
with χp according to [35], the identity privacy is protected.
Case 2 (Payment-Based Mechanism). This mechanism does not require identity
information other than the wallet address embedded in a payment transaction.
Since the wallet address does not directly link to the real identity, the identity
information cannot be disclosed.
This completes the proof.
Property 3 (Data Availability). ∀d ∈ D, if the token id ι of d is known, d is
always available.
Proof. The metadata µ of d is always available via calling TokenURI(ι) of the
Distributor Cdis according to the Blockchain Safety and RPC Safety assumptions. On-chain data integrity implies µ and Sdata implied from µ[data] are
tamper-proof. Based on the Blockchain Safety, d is always available via its address Sdata .
5.3

Experiments

To demonstrate the properties are effective to protect Sunspot from threats, we
conduct two representative experiments from the perspective of attackers in a
simulation environment where we set up an Ethereum and a Filecoin network
with TLS enabled, as well as 10 account pairs (one for each network) for organizers, 10 for data providers, and 10 for data consumers. The Initialization and
Registration protocols are executed after the environment setup.
Man-in-the-Middle Attack We simulate a middleman who aims to deceive
the verification process of the decryptor by hijacking the connections between
the decryptor and the blockchain network. After penetrating our deliberately
developed vulnerable network, all packets are successfully intercepted by the
middle man. However, without the private key, the middle man can neither know
the transmitting data nor forge a connection to compromise the Verification
protocol.
We also formulate an advanced attack by making the middleman pretend to
be a legal node in the network with a self-signed certificate. However, the decryptor throws an Unauthenticated Error immediately after detecting an unknown
certificate authority in the first process of the Verification protocol.
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Return-Oriented Programming To test the control-flow integrity, we use
return-oriented programming (ROP) [28] to analyze the decryptor and try to
find gadgets to bypass the Verification protocol by modifying the control flow.
We decode the decryptor into a file in the LLVM assembly language format [19].
However, the file is over 2 million lines with unreadable flows and values due to
the obfuscation. And we fail to exploit it with static and runtime analyzers such
as [18].

6

Performance Analysis

In Sunspot, we evaluate the performance of protocols regarding a set of data
sizes. For each data size per protocol, we conducted experiments 10 times. To
evaluate the performance without invasion, we use containerization techniques
to encapsulate components to minimize the impact of irrelevant factors such as
network delay. We also implement external scripts to observe the performance in
a cloud environment (Amazon EC2 g4dn.xlarge). The result is shown in Table 1.
Particularly, we assume a constant time for on-chain operations that are
irrelevant factors (e.g., mining and querying) to the performance evaluation of
Sunspot, though on-chain operations probably cause a significant performance
impact in practice. We implement this by subtracting the observed on-chain
operation time from raw results.

Table 1. The performance of Sunspot protocols.
Data size
Protocols (s)
(byte)
Initialization Registration Solidification Authorization
1,024
17.53
0.36
9.47
3.26
2,048
13.62
0.35
9.99
4.01
4,096
11.15
0.38
11.03
4.87
8,192
13.56
0.44
13.60
5.89
16,384
14.01
0.35
17.85
7.68

Notably, the Initialization protocol includes the compiling time of components, which brings a considerable time cost. The same with the Encryption
sub-protocol of the Solidification that generates and compiles a decryptor in the
execution process.

7

Discussion

We claim that Sunspot provides a feasible solution to the issues and challenges
described in Section 1.
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Challenge 1 [Proof of legal rights] Metadata are stored on the control chain
as NFTs. The proofs of legal rights derived from on-chain data are immutably
verifiable due to the public blockchain properties. For instance, in Mypub, a
creator of an NFT holds copyright and initial ownership while a customer can
hold the right to use of some data after the payment, i.e., getting authorized.
These rights are permanently traceable and verifiable.
Challenge 2 [Fairly large data storage] In Sunspot, the control chain collaborates
with the storage chain to enable fairly large data storage. The storage chain
is implemented by decentralized storage systems to store large data. Besides,
a cross-chain collaboration mechanism is implemented based on protocols in
Section 3.2 to bridge the control chain and the storage chain.
Challenge 3 [Interoperability] First, Sunspot protocols and access control mechanisms are generalized and not blockchain-specific. Therefore, Sunspot can support all types of blockchains that satisfy the conditions defined in Section 3.
Furthermore, Sunspot enables multi-chain compatibility and allows heterogeneous structures by the Chain Manager and additional protocols illustrated in
Section 3.3. In this manner, a chain component can consist of multiple heterogeneous blockchains to be scalable and dependable.
Challenge 4 [Privacy preservation] In Sunspot, identity privacy and data privacy
are preserved. We provide proofs in Section 5.2. Participants’ attributes are
stored on chain but described by a private key generated in the Registration
protocol. And the shared data are fully encrypted via the Encryption protocol
before being stored on the storage chain.
Challenge 5 [Access control] Currently, two access control mechanisms are mechanized in Sunspot including a fine-grained mechanism and a payment-based
mechanism. Based on these two mechanisms, Sunspot supports an identity management model based on the combination of the CP-ABE and blockchains that
is described in Section 3 and a management-free model purely enforced on the
blockchain that is described in Section 4.
However, the identity management model based on the fine-grained access
control mechanism highly depends on the Control-Flow Integrity assumption.
Although the management-free model is enforced on the blockchain, it lacks
support for complex access control policies. Therefore, the implementation of
the self-sovereign identity (SSI) [23] model is on our schedule. With the support
of the SSI, participants can manage their own identities based on blockchains and
present on-demand verifiable presentations for authentication and authorization.
Besides, Sunspot-based systems are also threatened by the security issues of
blockchains such as smart contract vulnerabilities [7] and the Sybil attack [41].

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented Sunspot, a decentralized privacy-preserving
framework with multiple access control mechanisms, to solve the key challenges
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of data sharing on transparent public blockchains including proof of legal rights,
fairly large data storage, interoperability, privacy preservation, and access control. To enlarge the applicability of Sunspot, we have generalized its protocols
and made it support multi-chain and heterogeneous structures. Besides, we have
proved the security and privacy properties of Sunspot including data privacy,
identity privacy, and data availability. For security in practice, we have conducted experiments from the perspective of attackers to launch representative
attacks to demonstrate the effectiveness of Sunspot. We have also evaluated the
performance of core functionalities implemented by formulated protocols. Furthermore, we have discussed the methods mechanized in Sunspot of solving the
key challenges of data sharing on transparent public blockchains, as well as the
limitations and further improvements.
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